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Abstract—Current datasets to train social behaviors are
usually borrowed from surveillance applications that capture
visual data from a bird’s-eye perspective. This leaves aside
precious relationships and visual cues that could be captured
through a first-person view of a scene. In this work, we propose
a strategy to exploit the power of current game engines, such as
Unity, to transform pre-existing bird’s-eye view datasets into a
first-person view, in particular, a depth view. Using this strategy,
we are able to generate large volumes of synthetic data that can
be used to pre-train a social navigation model. To test our ideas,
we present DeepSocNav, a deep learning based model that takes
advantage of the proposed approach to generate synthetic data.
Furthermore, DeepSocNav includes a self-supervised strategy
that is included as an auxiliary task. This consists of predicting
the next depth frame that the agent will face. Our experiments
show the benefits of the proposed model that is able to outperform
relevant baselines in terms of social navigation scores.

I. INTRODUCTION

A desirable skill to operate in a human inhabited environ-
ment is to exercise social navigation, i.e., navigate in a way
that does not hinder other humans present in the environment.
Due to this, traditional navigation techniques based on algo-
rithms such as A* or potential field are not applicable [20].
This is because they do not take into consideration people’s
intrinsic social behaviors.

Previous works have tried to solve this problem. In par-
ticular, previous attempts can be classified into two main
groups: model-driven and data-driven approaches. On the
one hand, model-driven approaches are characterized by an
explicit use of relevant relationships and rules that guide
navigational behaviors in a social context. Examples of model-
driven approaches for social navigation are [2, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 22, 23, 29], which mainly use the so-called social force
[11] to model the social navigation of passers-by. As a major
limitation, these approaches lack enough flexibility to handle
unexpected or complex situations.

On the other hand, data-driven approaches seek to learn
social behaviors by extracting knowledge from a large number
of examples. This has the advantage of automatically inferring
complex relationships from data. Human behavior is highly
stochastic [5, 13] and varies depending on factors such as
culture [1]. As a consequence, the increased flexibility of
data-driven techniques usually leads to models that outperform
model-driven counterparts [6, 5, 7, 12, 10].

A relevant complexity to implement a data-driven approach
for social navigation is the need for a large volume of data.
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Furthermore, the type of data collected plays a significant
role in the quality of the final solution. In terms of social
navigation, currently most public datasets consist of third-
person recordings [4], usually in bird’s-eye view, with works
that make use of this datasets such as [3, 9, 28, 10]. This
means that models that directly use this data are limited to
a 2D representation of the scene, which leaves aside useful
relationships that can be captured through 3D observations
and limits solutions to areas with a top side view or to use
more expensive sensors such as LiDAR scanners to replicate
a bird-eye view. A possible way to alleviate this problem is to
record and tag first-person navigational data. Unfortunately,
this approach does not scale properly, mainly due to the
complexity of measuring the velocity and position of the first-
person agent and the cost associated to capture a sizable
amount of data.

This work helps to overcome this limitation by developing
a virtual environment that allows us to transform the abundant
bird’s-eye view data to first-person views of all agents present
in a giving scene. The simulated environment also features
realistic human models and animations, increasing the infor-
mation available to implement social navigational behaviors.
Furthermore, it is also possible to include artificial agents to
enrich the original data. Motions of these artificial agents do
not ensure social behaviors but, as we show in this work, are
useful to pre-train a model to acquire basic navigation skills.

In addition to the simulated environment, we also present
DeepSocNav, a supervised learning model that seeks to imitate
the social behaviors of real humans in crowded environments,
using a first-person depth view. This model is capable of
learning to replicate the navigational patterns of the agents
present in the data. In this way, the model is encouraged to
develop a social policy closer to what people do. Furthermore,
to guide learning, DeepSocNav also learns the auxiliary task
of predicting the next depth frame that the agent will face.
This fosters the model to acquire a notion of space and agents
in its visual field, thus improving its social performance and
its ability to avoid collisions.

We support our contributions with suitable experiments to
evaluate the main components of our model, conducting an
ablation analysis to demonstrate its benefits.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Description of the problem

Current datasets to train social behaviors are usually bor-
rowed from surveillance applications that capture visual data
from a bird’s-eye perspective [19]. This limits the scope of



a model to consider only position and speed of passers-by.
Furthermore, the resulting model is constrained to an operation
where a bird’s-eye camera is present or to rely on expensive
equipment such as LiDAR sensors to simulate a bird’s-eye
view [10]. This situation motivates our proposed method that
starting from a pedestrian’s trajectory dataset corresponding to
a bird’s-eye perspective is able to recreate the corresponding
first-person views, in particular, a view of depth information.
This would enable a mobile robot to only require a depth
camera to operate.

B. First-person view data generation

For the recreation of the datasets using a first-person view,
we develop a simulated environment using Unity, a video game
development engine [26]. This environment loads previously
designed maps and recreate the trajectory of agents using the
data sequence of the agents’ position in time. Specifically, the
simulator moves each agent i from its current position (xit, y

i
t)

to next position (xit+1, y
i
t+1) at time instant t + 1 until the

agent reaches a target position (Gi
x, G

i
y). These displacements

follow a realistic walking animation through Unity’s animation
control asset [21].

Using the simulation, for each agent and time instant t,
a first-person depth view is stored, together with its current
coordinate (xit, y

i
t), target coordinate (Gi

x, G
i
y), and velocity

(vxit, vy
i
t). From this data, it is expected that the model can

learn the implicit social behaviors underlying the trajectories
of the agents in the original dataset. An example of a recreated
frame in the simulated environment can be seen in Figure
1. Specifically, Figure 1a corresponds to a frame in the
original video and Figure 1b to its re-creation in the simulated
environment using a first-person depth view.

C. Data Augmentation

Besides its bird’s-eye view, a second limitation of current
pedestrian trajectory datasets is the limited size. Purely pedes-
trian datasets have usually a small volume, in the order of
1K to 15K people in total [19]. Furthermore, some of these
datasets do not include rich interactions among people, where
most pedestrian follow straight trajectories to reach their goals.
This may produce models that overlook the need to learn social
navigation skills, such as turning and deviating from a straight
line in order to avoid collisions.

To alleviate the data scarcity problem, we propose a data
augmentation scheme that takes advantage of the autonomous
navigation capabilities provided by the library NavMesh in-
cluded in Unity [21]. Specifically, using Unity, we can add
virtual agents to a scene that are instructed to reach randomly
generated goal positions. Using this scheme, we can generate
an almost unlimited amount of navigational trajectories. As a
main limitation, this artificial trajectories do not ensure social
behaviors. However, we can use them as a massive source
of data to train an initial navigational model that is able to
reach target positions while avoiding obstacles. Afterwards, we
can fine-tune this model using synthetic data that incorporates
social behaviors.

D. DeepSocNav

Following the usual setup [9, 11], social navigation is seen
as a problem of velocity prediction given a sequence of
observations. For each time instant t and agent i, we have
a measurement of its current position (xit, y

i
t), the coordinates

of its goal position G = (Gxit, Gy
i
t), and a depth image Di

t

corresponding to what the agent sees at time t according to a
first-person view. From a sequence of observations t−T to t,
the agent velocity (vxit+1, vy

i
t+1) is predicted for the following

time step t + 1. In this way the model can be defined as a
function f(st−T , ..., st, G) described as follows:

f(st−T , ..., st, G) = ~vt+1, st = (xt, yt, Dt) (1)

The positional entries (xt, yt) and target (Gx,Gy) are
normalized from the largest and smallest value possible among
all the maps. Because depth cameras have a limited range, we
imitate this limitation by defining the pixel value px,y,t in
depth images as follows:

px,y,t =

{
dx,y,t/dmax, if dx,y,t < dmax

1, otherwise
(2)

where dx,y corresponds to the distance between the agent’s
camera and the surface located on the pixel px,y; dmax is the
maximum range distance provided by the depth camera.

Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the learning architecture
behind DeepSocNav. Each depth frame of the history of T
observations is processed by a shared convolutional network
followed by a MLP. Also, an embedding of the current
position and goal of the agent is obtained with a shared MLP.
These embeddings are concatenated to feed a 2 layer LSTM.
Afterwards, the hidden state of the last cell of the LSTM is
used to feed two prediction heads that are explained next.

1) Head 1: Velocity prediction: The goal of this head is
to predict the velocity ~vt+1 that the agent must take given
observations st corresponding to the last T instants of time,
so that the agent arrives at the destination in a socially correct
way. For this, the output of the LSTM is processed by an MLP,
where the last one outputs (vxit+1, vy

i
t).

2) Head 2: Forecasting the future as an auxiliary task:
The goal of this head is to predict the future depth image
D̂t+1. This is added as an auxiliary task, which seeks to guide
learning by encouraging the model to learn the features needed
to predict how the scene will look in the close future. Our
hypothesis is that the ability to anticipate where objects and
agents in a scene will move is closely related to the ability to
know how they act.

3) Loss function: Following the two heads, the resulting
loss function L = Lv + kLD consists of two terms that
predict velocity and depth information, respectively, where k
is a weighting constant. These terms are defined as follow:

Lv =
∑
‖vt+1 − v̂t+1‖2w(t)

LD =
∑
‖Dt+1 − D̂t+1‖2w(t)

(3)

w(t) =

{
c, if min(px,y,t) < β

1, otherwise
(4)



(a) BIWI dataset: hotel top-down frame. (b) Simulated top-down and first-person views.

Fig. 1: a) Representative frame from the real scene present in the original dataset. b) Top and first person depth views of the
frame in a) recreated using the simulator.
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Fig. 2: DeepSocNav overall architecture, it consists of two heads: i) Head 1 predicts velocity of an agent at time t+ 1 given
a history of previous observations from steps t− T to t, ii) Head 2 predicts depth image D̂t+1 for next time step t+ 1.

To prioritize learning behaviors that involve close obstacles,
we introduce the weighting w(t) in (4) which assigns a weight
c, where c > 1, to the output of the model when the depth
camera detects an object at a distance less than β.

III. EXPERIMENTS

To test our model, we use as a benchmark the ETH
BIWI Walking Pedestrians dataset (BIWI) [17]. This dataset
corresponds to RGB images from a bird’s-eye view of two
different scenarios: ETH and Hotel, for a total of 787 agents.
We recreate the scenes of this datasets in Unity using our
proposed methodology, extracting depth images using a first-
person view of each trajectory. We use the resulting data to
train our proposed model: DeepSocNav. Furthermore, using
the data augmentation scheme described in Section II-C, we
generate a total of 6,000 artificial trajectories on both maps.

In our experiments, we generate depth images using a
resolution of 320x240 pixels, a field of view of 135°, and
maximum range of dmax = 7[m]. To train DeepSocNav, both
synthetic and BIWI trajectories are randomly separated in 9

10
for training and 1

10 evaluation. In our experiments, we use
T = 10. Also, we use c = 2 to weight the predictions when
an obstacle is nearby, and k = 0.1 in the loss function.

As we describe in Section II-C, we use the synthetic
trajectories to pre-train DeepSocNav. Specifically, we pre-train

for 15 epochs, using a learning rate of 0.001 and Adam as
the optimizer. Afterwards, DeepSocNav is fine-tuned for 10
epochs using the synthetic depth images corresponding to the
BIWI dataset, Adam as the optimizer, and a learning rate of
0.0001. During testing, we use DeepSocNav to control the
navigation policy of the target agent at 10 [Hz]. Goal positions
follow the BIWI dataset, denoted as a circular area with a
radius of 1.5[mts]. In average, trajectories consist of 9[mts]
length.

Baselines. We consider the following baselines:

• Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles (RVO). RVO is imple-
mented in NavMesh, the navigational system included in
Unity [27].

• Social Force Model (SFM). In our implementation, we
use the hyperparameters described in [8]. Furthermore,
we only consider the forces of agents and obstacles
present in the visual range of the target agent.

• NaviGAN. NaviGAN is a generative navigation algo-
rithm that uses generative adversarial networks (GANs),
to learn how to generate routes that seek to optimize the
comfort and naturalness of these routes [25].

DeepSocNav ablation study. To study the contribution of
the different parts of the model, the following variations of



DeepSocNav are also considered.
• DeepSocNavnoAux: Does not include the auxiliary task

of predicting the depth image for the next frame.
• DeepSocNavT1: Uses T = 1 as the time window.
• DeepSocNavhalfPreTrain: Only uses half of the trajec-

tories for pre-train.
• DeepSocNavnoPreTrain: Does not include pre-training.

Model Social Score Collisions Success
GT 0.034 - -
RVO 0.067 - 1
SFM 0.054 0.037 1
DeepSocNav 0.040 0.018 1

TABLE I: Social results in online evaluation

Model ADE [m] FDE [m]
RVO 0.20 0.20
SFM 0.20 0.16
NaviGAN [24] 0.43 0.74
DeepSocNav 0.24 0.34

TABLE II: Distance relative to GT during testing.

Model Social Coll-. ADE FDE
Score ission [m] [m]

DeepSocNav 0.040 0.018 0.24 0.34
DeepSocNavnoAux 0.042 0.037 0.24 0.20
DeepSocNavT1 0.051 0.018 0.32 0.52
DeepSocNavhalfPreTrain 0.041 0.056 0.27 0.34
DeepSocNavnoPreTrain 0.047 0.094 0.33 0.41

TABLE III: Ablation results of online evaluation.

Metrics. The following metrics are used for evaluation.
• Social Score: Penalizes the agent with a cost cl each time

that it is inside a personal circle of another agent. We
define 3 circles of radii r1 = 0.5[m], r2 = 0.75[m],
r3 = 1.0[m] with a cost of c1 = 1, c2 = 0.5 and c3 = 0.1
respectively.

• Average Distance Error (ADE) with respect to GT.
• Final Distance Error (FDE) with respect to goal.
• Collisions: number of collisions.
• Success: successful goal reaching.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Table I and II shows the performance of DeepSocNav and
the baselines. In terms of the social scores (Social Score
and Collisions), DeepSocNav outperforms all the baselines.
In terms of success score, DeepSocNav has a perfect score.
In terms of the distance metrics (ADE and FDE), while
DeepSocNav has a competitive performance, SFM is able to
generate the most similar trajectories to the GT. However, it is
important to note that SFM uses explicit information about the
positions and velocities of the other agents, while DeepSocNav
only uses a first-person depth view.

We believe that by taking advantage of its first-person depth
view, DeepSocNav is able to learn and then infer rich infor-
mation about the intentions and potential trajectories of other

passers-by. This explains its advantages in the performance
with respect to state-of-the art techniques such as NaviGAN
[25], which corresponds to a deep learning model that uses
oracle information from other passers-by at the coordinate
level.

A. Ablation analysis

Table III shows an ablation analysis with respect to the main
components behind DeepSocNav. It is possible to note that
although the full model achieves the best results all around,
DeepSocNavnoAux ties it on ADE and scores the best result
in FDE. This means that predicting depth information for the
next frame helps to avoid collisions and to improve social
navigation, but there is a trade-off in terms of generating
trajectories that are similar to the GT over longer distances.

The version of DeepSocNav with the worst performance
overall is DeepSocNavT1. This supports the relevance of
keeping a small memory to perform correctly in the task.
However, by using the auxiliary task, the models is still able
to avoid collisions.

Finally, DeepSocNavnoPreTrain is the variant with the
highest number of collisions. This supports our initial hy-
pothesis about the relevance of pre-training the model
using simulated data to avoid data scarcity problems.
In particular, our pre-training strategy generates an ini-
tial navigation scheme with obstacle avoidance and goal-
reaching capabilities. This can also be seen by consider-
ing our full model and DeepSocNavhalfPreTrain, where
DeepSocNavhalfPreTrain has almost the same Social Score
than the full model, but more than double the collisions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we show the advantage of using the power of
current game engines, such as Unity, to improve the generation
of data to train social navigation agents. In particular, we
show the advantage of exploiting a method to extract first-
person view recordings of passers-by from bird-view datasets.
Similarly, we show the advantage of using simulated data from
a virtual environment to pre-train a model to obtain an initial
navigation scheme that include obstacle avoidance and goal-
reaching capabilities.

In particular, we demonstrate the advantages of the
information-rich first-person view by training DeepSocNav, an
LSTM-based model capable of navigating through a crowded
environment. Our results validate the impact of our proposed
strategy in terms of social navigation by outperforming all
baselines considered in this work. We also demonstrate the
relevance of using a short-term memory of previous views, as
well as, a prediction of the next depth frame, which is included
as an auxiliary task. We believe that the use of this type of
auxiliary tasks and self-supervised learning strategies might
play an important role to improve current social navigation
models.
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